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Funding This internship will be fully funded by a CIMI (Centre International de Mathéma-

tiques et d’Informatique) grant.

Subject description Several machine learning problems can be addressed by leveraging

tensor methods, especially in unsupervised settings [1]–[3]. This approach typically relies

on estimating a low-rank tensor model from a noisy dataset, which is usually a challenging

task. In general, it is dif icult to anticipate thebest (or the actual) estimationperformance that

can be attained. Nevertheless, recent years saw substantial progress in this direction, with

many authors studying the attainable performance of estimators of such models under the

assumption that the dimensions of the observed data tensor are large [4]–[6]. This setting

is particularly relevant for large-scale (also known as “big data”) scenarios, where a large

number of observations is available.

Theprimary goal of this internship is to explore the implications of these recent results for

some selected practical machine learning problems such as community detection in hyper-

graphs [7], latent variable model estimation [2] and high-order co-clustering [8]. The intern

will thus perform computer simulations aimed at understanding the behavior of estimation

algorithms in these target problems, whose performance will be confronted to the existing

theoretical predictions. New algorithms and strategies for dealing with these problems may

be developed based on the the experimental indings. Scienti ic dissemination of these de-

velopments will be encouraged, via publication of papers and/or participation in scienti ic

events.

Scienti ic environment The internship will be hosted by the Signal and Communications

team (SC) of IRIT, whose members have a strong expertise in signal processing and machine

learning methods. He/she will bene it from a rich scienti ic environment within a large re-

search institution, with opportunities for exchange and interactionwith othermembers. The

internship will be supervised by Henrique Goulart, Assistant Professor at Toulouse INP, and

co-supervised (in remote collaboration) by Rodrigo Cabral, Assistant Professor at Polytech

Nice Sophia Antipolis.

Candidate pro ile We look for strongly motivated candidates with a solid background on

mathematics and statistics, havinggoodprogramming skills in scienti ic computing languages

(Python, Matlab, Julia).
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Practical information

• The internwill be hosted at theENSEEIHTsite of IRIT, located at 2 rueCharles Camichel,

Toulouse, in a lively neighborhood close to the city center.

• The monthly internship grati ication is of about 600€.

Applicationprocedure Please sendanemail toHenriqueGoulart (henrique.goulart@irit.fr)

and Rodrigo Cabral (cabral@i3s.unice.fr) including

• an up-to-date CV;

• of icial transcripts from each institution that you have attended (in French or English);

• a motivation letter.

You will be contacted if your pro ile meets the expectations. Review of applications will be

closed once the position is illed.
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